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1. The solar universe in every bit is full of structures. These structures are as per the manifestations of their formats of respective creative orders. These creative orders constitute the SOURCE RESERVOIR of creative enlightenment.

2. Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology University, as such is going to have its ‘SOURCE RESERVOIR FACULTY’ which shall be remaining alive to these creative orders and also shall be doing all what would be desirable to educate every body about virtues of this creative enlightenment.

3. The responsibility to remain alive to the creative order of our universe and to educate everybody about this enlightenment, that way makes out a two fold role for ‘SOURCE RESERVOIR FACULTY’.

4. The expected contribution of the source reservoir faculty is going to be that not only the whole range of this creative orders values and virtues would be preserved and same would be available to us as a reference spread sheet of the Universe, but also the same would be lively available for its continuous
renewing and parallel to it sadkas remaining conscious of the creative order enlightenment.

5. As a result, the whole range of knowledge would get organized as a single universal SPREAD SHEET and with it, the whole range of activities of each individual for ENTIRE LIFE SPAN would stand chartered.

6. And with this chartering, LIFE would become blissful for its whole of EXISTENCE SPANS within ‘FRAMES’.

7. This being so, ‘SOURCE RESERVOIR FACULTY’ has central role to play. The sadkhas sharing this responsibility, naturally would be the prime source reservoir trustees.

8. Each sadkha as TRUSTEE of source reservoir values and virtues, would be under universal duty to always remain parallel to the renewing process of the universal spread sheet of CREATIVE ORDERS of our universe.

9. Source reservoir faculty shall be the custodian of worked out universal spread sheet, as well as for its continuous ‘RENEWAL’ process.

10. Sakala Rigved Samhita preserves UNIVERSAL SPREAD SHEET and the source reservoir faculty as well as trustee sadkhas shall always be ensuring the worked out universal spreadsheet of the faculty remains parallel to the organization format of Sakala Rigved Samhita.
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